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Spaces, both interior and exterior have been of interest in the art world for a long time. From 

photography to painting to installation, spaces have been depicted and transformed in many 

different ways. In this paper, I will focus on how various artists have worked with the idea of 

space and displacement in relation to the presence and absence of human figures  and compare 

and contrast the different results, understanding how artists use absence and presence to create a 

dialogue in artworks. 

The first artist I will look into is 

Sarah Ann Michell. Her work 

explores the the way we 

experience space, the urban 

landscape and the personification 

of architectural space.  

Her painting titled The Doorway 

depicts a doorway, as the title 

indicates. The work was inspired 

by a movie. Sarah likes to make 

works that have a potential 

storyline.  

Looking at this painting, the open 

doors and the angle of the view creates some curiosity to know more about what is inside or what 

will happen next. 
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Doorway 
Oil on Panel 



Knowing that it is inspired by a movie shows the reason for such a dramatic place and makes the 

place seem almost moving.   

The lack of any additional objects or living things makes the door the center of attention. One 

door is open only a short way through but gives off a curiosity about what is behind the doors. I 

personally enjoy the stillness of the work. I feel that it makes me want to keep on looking, even 

though I know that it is a still image that wouldn’t change. 

Next, I will look into Samantha Torrisi, an Italian painter. Her work portrays images of 

metropolitan life  caught through the lens. 

This painting shows an empty hallway that is well lit in soft warm light.  
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She left the room 
Oil on Canvas



There is subtle lighting and color that seem to enhance the emptiness of the hallway and yet it 

still has certain presence of life in it. There is also the asymmetry in the perspective that makes 

the hallway seem more occupied. The style of painting and the subtle blur creates a detachment 

in the work as well as a sense of movement making the work full of a sense of life despite 

portraying an empty hallway. 

Another artist’s work I will look into is  Ward Roberts. 

Ward Roberts is a conceptual artist 

that focuses on themes such as 

effects of loneliness and isolation in 

the modern world, as stated on his 

website. 

He does this by taking photographs 

of places, people as well as through 

multimedia art.  

This photograph depicts an empty 

school ground with the building 

appearing equally deserted. There is 

an eeriness in the image and it seems 

so unnatural and fake. We are so used to seeing different places with at least some inhabitants 

that the absence is very loud and notable. Now with the Covid-19 pandemic in mind, an image 

such as this immediately brings that to mind.The displacement of human beings from a 

completely man-made environment unsettles us.  I believe that eeriness in the picture comes 
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From the Series titled “The Courts” 
Photograph



from the reluctance to believe it could be real. In the age of photoshop and other manipulation 

techniques,  images like this one certainly create a conflict in the viewer. You want to believe it 

but at the same time you can’t let yourself. This is because of the way we human beings have 

been taught to believe in the truth of a photograph or a video.  

There is a very clear difference in the way the two mediums portray the empty space. In the 

paintings, there is an empty space but there is still a presence, perhaps because of the way it is 

painted. But the photograph appears more uncanny and unnatural perhaps because it seems all 

the more “realistic” and more easily imaginable.  

On the subject of photography and the way it depicts this subject, another artist whose work I 

will look into is Noel Bowler, an Irish artist. His subjects are mostly indoor spaces, most 

commonly workspaces or industrial rooms. This work is from his series titled, Adastral. The 

word is derived from the motto of the Royal Air Force, per ardua ad astra (through adversity to 

the stars), of England.  The series 

focuses on different spaces inside 

an office building including 

storerooms and desk spaces. 

This photograph shows an empty 

storeroom with electric wires 

stored in neat rows in cabinet 

like structures. Though the place 

has no human beings physically 
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From the series titled Adastral 



present, there is a feeling that the place isn’t entirely empty. Much of it has to do with the 

lighting of the room. 

The room is well lit that seems to imply that there is still some happenings going on and that 

people must be here yet. Comparing this to the previous work, also a photograph, I feel that 

though the lighting is quite similar, there is an air of uncanny lack of presence that is unsettling. 

The same cannot be said here.  

The contradiction of the lighting and the physical situation of the room creates the unsettling 

situation. The lighting makes you expect that there would be business going about and activity 

occurring, and yet the lack of any of that and the still quality of the image emphasizes the 

uncanny situation. 

In the works I’ve thus discussed , there is a certain sense of sublimity present. According to 

Immanuel Kant, “The feeling of sublime is at once a feeling of displeasure, arising from the 

inadequacy of imagination in the aesthetic estimation of magnitude to attain to its estimation of 

reason, and a simultaneous awakened pleasure, arising from this very judgement of inadequacy 

of sense being in accord with reason, so far as the effort to attain to these is for us a law.”  

This mixture of pleasure and displeasure is I believe present when experiencing a space without 

distraction of human presence. There is fear but also anticipation. Experiencing it completely 

alone is a bit daunting but it also enhances the experience because there is complete focus on 

only one thing. 

Speaking of space and sublimity, the genre of landscape painting has traditionally been about 

exploring the sublime imagery, and does so without distraction and human noise. The traditional 
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landscapes explore a space devoid of the noise we experience day to day. One example of an 

artist exploring this is Thomas Cole. 

In this painting, 

Cole depicts a 

peaceful landscape 

scene full of  trees 

and nature.  

There are two 

people present in 

the scene as well, 

although they 

aren’t in focus. The work seems to 

emphasize the majesty and awe of nature both with light and stillness. The space is very still and 

calm and looking at it, one gets the impression that this place is without any worries. The 

sublime quality of the work makes it appear both timeless and effortless.  

Switching from indoor to outdoor and a more natural environment, spaces not confined by wall 

shows a more universal experience rather than a personal one. There is no way we can guess 

about the people that would occupy this place because its a public space. But we can still gather 

something from the way the work is made. Keeping the View on the Catskill in mind, a sublime 

landscape  that has two human figures in it, the artist clearly wants to show the majesty of nature 

and how vast it is. The way he has zoomed out and kept his human figures small and on the side, 
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View on the Catskill—Early Autumn , 1836–37 
Oil on Canvas



shows how unimportant  he considers them. They only seem to be there to emphasize the human 

relationship with its natural environment, where the human is extremely inconsequential. 

In our modern world, we experience the world in a particular manner. With increasing 

urbanization, it is now becoming common globally to have tall buildings, especially in more 

global cities. It is also a solution to the increasing population. In this painting by Junko O’Neill, 

we see a very contemporary view of a skyline. The architecture is one we often attribute to 

modern and urban living.  

Till now I’ve been looking into works that were devoid of any human presence, but it isn’t 

possible to discuss how the absence of human figures affect the experience without also looking 

at works that have the presence of human figures.  With respect to this particular work, when I 

first look at this work I see the figure sitting on the wall. Only then do I look around are the 

cityscape and the lastly to the herd of fireflies surrounding the figure. One of the reasons for this 
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Firefly,  
Oil on canvas, Triptych 



is because the background is painted really fuzzy and out of focus, indicating that perhaps the 

artist wanted us to focus on the figure the most. In this manner the work seems almost tranquil 

where the buzz and noise of the city is quite literally blurred out. 

Comparing this work to View on Catskill by Thomas Cole, I see very similar handling of the 

subject although in different ways. Thomas Cole had figures in his work as well but very small in 

size and to the side of the canvas indicating the focus was on the landscape. Here,  the opposite is 

being done. Although the figure takes up space with the larger than life cityscape, it is clearly the 

figure that takes the focus and attention of the viewer.  

Two dimensional works can be very powerful, especially photographs. Photographs have a 

quality to them that when we loo at them our first instinct is to believe them. They can create 

illusions and contradictions, effectively delivering a message or a statement. 
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Andreas Gursky is a German photographer known for his architecture and landscape 

photographs. The photograph above shows a scene which at first glance appears like a a horizon 

line of a sea, but a second look shows that instead of water it is the rooftops of storehouses and 

industrial places. In the foreground the grass is filled with various trash material, mainly plastic. 

There is a sort of juxtaposition in the image where the view is almost serene and calm yet full of 

disturbing aspects such as litter and crammed industrial spaces. 

Comparing this work to the photograph by Ward Roberts above, there are similarities in the way 

the images are completely still and quiet. There is hardly any noise but I do believe that Roberts’ 

work comes off in a more eerie and unnatural manner, whereas this work seems more relatable, if 

a bit depressing.  

I like the playful nature of this work and how the artist sports with his viewer through color 

illusion creating a contrasting picture, a sublime landscape that is presented  parallel to reality, 

which is depressing and brings out an awful reality.  

Looking at this work I believe that although it is full of human presence and presents a pretty 

damning perspective of human life and its effects, the fact that there isn’t a being actually present  

makes the work more universally about humanity rather than one group of people or an 

individual. It allows us to enter it without bias that might have been present had the picture 

actually had some figures in it. The nature of a two dimensional photograph is very documentary. 

Although an artistic medium, photographs more often than not, capture a moment, recording it 

forever. This creates an impact because however true or false something might be in a 

photograph, it was real and actually occurred, even if it was only for a moment and a set up. 
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Photography is an excellent medius able to display an image in multiple techniques. Modern 

photography certainly has endless possibilities. 

In the photograph above by Dominique Teufen, a Swedish artist based in Amsterdam, a fleeting 

scene of a landscape is captured, its impermanence emphasized by the blur of color and light. 

 There is a certain sense of surreality in capturing what looks to be a moving moment rather than 

a still one. This combined with the dull colors create a very nostalgic mood. The fact that there 

isn’t a human being, or any being for that matter, present in any way brings forth the artist’s 

presence prominently. I enjoy they way the blur accentuates the focus of the work to a more 

personal experience than it might have been with a clearly depicted image. The visual imagery 

created by the blur gives the work a painterly quality, which I believe makes the work seem 

endless. 
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This work is quite similar to the painting; She left the room, by Sammantha Torrisi. They both 

have a certain detachment from reality and seem closer to a depiction of a memory or personal 

experience. They are both very emotive and although the subject matter in both is very ordinary, 

the way it is handled and converted to an artwork, they have truly transformed an experience of a  

space to something almost sublime. But despite the similarities the subject matter and its 

treatment is completely different. I personally think that this work is more emotive but perhaps 

because of the medium of photography, it isn’t very inviting. By this I mean that in the painting, 

the still ness and way it was painted, the brush strokes and the quality of the paint strokes made it 

more engaging.  

When speaking of experiencing a two-

dimensional space, we cannot discredit surreal 

spaces, completely fantastical or otherwise.  

Spaces that are completely not from this world 

and yet they are real even as they are surreal. In 

this day and age, we live in the time where 

creative thinking is boundless and with the range 

of images that we are surrounded with, there is 

an endless range of possibilities to create. Living 

in the global word, we are opened up to a range 

of different cultures and with that a global 

history and mythology surrounding these 
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Self Portrait in the Studio at Peckham (After 
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cultures. 

Raqib Shaw is an Indian artist working in London. He is a painter who works with a range of 

subject matters including history, mythology, religion, science, etc.  

This painting certainly has an out of this world look to it with elements of mythology  the 

majestic feeling added because of the one point perspective. It’s a very busy work especially 

made so with the various mythical beings present almost acting as if they have taken over the 

place and are celebrating their victory. There are many elements from different cultures present 

including a bonsai plant, a seemingly Hindu god sculpture, a demonic looking mask and snakes, 

which have their roots in multiple mythological stories. Although this work is full of figures, the 

architect and the furniture play a big role in making the work noticeable. Considering the fact 

that it is a self portrait, according to the title, it tells a lot about the artist including his fascination 

with mythology and different cultures including his own. I think as far as self portraits go, this is 

one that paints a riveting picture of the artist and his personality. 

I like the way the architecture is explored in this work and keeping in mind all the works I’ve 

discussed in this paper, I would like to compare it with the photography work of Noel Bowler. 

The works themselves are completely different in almost every way, including the subject matter 

and the medium. But although very different I feel a certain similarity in the depiction, including 

the one point perspective and the bright lighting. There is a desire to keep the whole composition 

in focus, not just one point. Raqib Shaw does this by keeping all of his composition very busy by 

having small details all over the work. Bowler doesn’t have this kind of detail and yet the focus 

is kept through lighting, the whole photograph is very well lit and it emphasizes the lack of 
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human presence. Here the lack of human presence is felt but not to that degree because there are 

quite a number of other beings present. 

Throughout this paper I’ve looked at different ways that multiple artists have worked with space, 

human absence and presence, and their relationship with each other. As I specified in my 

research question, I have stayed focused only on artists and their works that are two dimensional 

and thus, haven’t touched on other mediums and styles of work.  

A still image by nature is silent, yet through various elements such as color, line, texture etc, 

artists have throughout history created works that we can almost feel, hear or even smell. A still 

image has the power to create an experience. The absence of human figures creates a unique 

experience, often making us curious, sometimes nostalgic, even reflective.     

Absence and presence are two binary opposite terms. They cannot exist without each other. We 

cannot help but have a heightened sense of presence when there is an apparent absence and vice 

versa. When in an overly crowded space, both physically and visually, we tend to gloss over the 

presence and feel a blur. An over crowded image, sound or anything that we experience too much 

too fast, we tend to shut down from it, thus experiencing more in silence than in sound. 

In all of the works that I look and discussed in this paper, this statement is apparent. We, being 

human beings, cannot help but experience the world in relation to us, therefore even in absence 

we cannot get away from feeling the presence. 

Comparing and contrasting the works above allowed me to study how art can be used to study 

human experiences, however close to reality these may or may not be.  
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I would conclude this paper by noting that the absence of real human figures heightens the rest of 

the experience. Every encounter is in relation to the absence and every other element present is 

only telling more about what isn’t there.    
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